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Abstract: In this paper, Adder’s plays major role in multiplications and other advanced processors designs. Adders can be 

constructed for many numerical representations such as arithmetic and logical operation. The most adders operates on binary 

numbers. Among the different types of adders, carry select adder is a one of the fastest adder. Carry select adder was designed by 

using Full adders. This paper presented a Full adder with fault localization for the input bits. By using this scheme, instead of 

replacing the whole system we can now replace the particular faulty modules. When compare to existing method the proposed 

method is better in terms of area and delay. Hence the simulations results are verified by using Xilinx ISE 14.7 version. 

 

Index Terms—Concurrent error detection, carry select adder, design for testability. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 As the process shrink of integrated circuits advances and the integration density increases, reliability of integrated circuits 

in field becomes an issue. For critical systems such as server class computers and embedded systems, concurrent detection of errors 

is important. 

 Adders are the key elements of ALUs and MAC used in image and signal processing architectures as they lies in the critical 

path. A variety of applications require certain arithmetic operations such as incrementing the sum of two numbers by unity, finding 

the absolute difference between two numbers, or augmenting the sum of two numbers by a constant. One approach to perform these 

operations is to utilize dual adders or use multi-operand adders such as the CSAs, CSKA, CPA and CSLA. Also, multi operand 

addition forms a significant part of multiplication and certain DSP algorithms. Adder performance in a multi bit addition can be 

improved by reducing the delay due to carry propagation between different adder cells.  

 This can be addressed by improving the structure of the basic adder block. CSLA is preferred in digital signal processors 

and application specific ICs designed to execute dedicated algorithms such as convolution, correlation and filtering to alleviate the 

problem of carry propagation delay in addition (Vijay Kumar et al 2012). However, the hardware complexity of CSLA is high due 

to use of pair of RCAs to generate partial sum and carry corresponding to carry input 1 and 0. Then the final sum and carry are 

selected from the partial results by using multiplexers (Moris Mano & Michael Ciletti 2009). 

 The functionality of electronic equipment’s and gadgets has achieved a phenomenal growth over the last two decades 

while their physical sizes and weights have come down drastically. The major reason is due to the rapid advances in integration 

technologies, which enables fabrication of many millions of transistors in a single integrated circuit (IC) or chip. Every IC in the 

industry follows Moore’s law.  

 According to Moore’s law, number of transistors (transistor density) in an IC doubles in every 1.5 years. With the recent 

advances in the technology, device shrinks to nanometer scale, but density and complexity of the ICs keep on increasing. This may 

result in many manufacturing faults and device failure. To accommodate more number of transistors, the device feature size is 

reduced. Reduction in the feature sizes results in increasing the manufacturing faults and fault detection becomes very difficult. 

 The adder to be proposed is based on a multi-block carry select adder. The multi-block carry select adder uses the idea of calculating 

the sum result by selecting a result from two candidates, one assuming 0 as the carry input and the other assuming 1 as the carry 

input, according to the actual value of the carry input.  

 The adder to be proposed has concurrent error detectability based on parity prediction. Any erroneous output of the adder 

caused by a fault modeled as a single stuck-at fault can be detected by comparing its predicted parity output with the parity of its 

sum result and comparing its duplicated carry outputs. The adder is also testable with only 10 patterns under single stuck-at fault 

model. Both the concurrent error detectability and the easy testability are proven. We have designed a 32-bit adder and showed that 

its hardware overhead is about 70%. We have confirmed its concurrent error detectability by fault simulation with random patterns. 

We have also confirmed the 100% test coverage through the 10 input patterns by fault simulation. 

II. EXISTING METHOD 

A concurrent error detectable adder with easy testability. In addition to operands X and Y, it receives their parities Px and 

Py, i.e., the XORed value of X and the XORed value of Y .In addition to sum output S, it produces the predicted parity pS of the 

sum output and two carry outputs cn and c′ n. We restrict the block length nk to be even. Any erroneous output of the adder caused 

by a fault modeled as a single stuck-at fault can be detected by comparing the predicted parity pS with the parity of sum output S 

and comparing cn and c′ n. One inconsistency in the two input pairs, i.e., a pair of X and pX or a pair of Y and pY, can also  be 

detected. Each addition block except block0 has two carry inputs. Each addition block has two carry outputs, and produces parity 

pCk of carry signals which has the same value as ck,nk−1 _ · · · _ ck,1 _ cink in case of correct operation, where ck,nk−1, ·  · · , 

ck,1 are carry bits generated during the addition of Xk, Yk, and cink. Addition block k (k _ 1) of the proposed adder is shown in 

Fig. 3(b).  

The addition block receives two operands Xk and Yk, and produces sum result Sk. In addition to those inputs and output, 

it receives two carry inputs cink and cin′ k, and produces parity of carries pCk and two carry outputs coutk and cout′ k. cout k and 

cout′ k are connected to cink+1 and cin′ k+1, respectively.  
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Fig. 3(c) shows gate-level designs of HA’, INC’, and MUX’. Both of HA’ and INC’ have two carry outputs to obtain 

concurrent error detectability. One carry bit is used for addition, and the other is used for parity prediction. HA’ and INC’ are 

designed so that effects of a single stuck-at fault in an INC’ or its ascendant HA’s never appear in both its sum output and one of 

its carry signals simultaneously because such a faulty operation generates an erroneous sum result and a predicted parity consistent 

with the erroneous sum result. In MUX’ and INC’, we use XOR gates to improve testability. Because XOR gates prevent masking 

of effects of a fault, effects of a fault can be observed easily. In each addition block, an XOR gate is placed for every bit position 

of INC0 k and INC1 k except the most significant position and the least significant position. 
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Figure 1: Concurrent error detectable adder with easy testability (a), the design of block k (k _ 1) for the adder 

(b), and the gate-level designs of HA’, INC’ and MUX’ (c). 

For parity output pCk, two intermediate candidates are calculated in the two rows of INCs. One is p0 Ck which is calculated 

as   𝐶10𝑘, 𝑛𝑘−1 ⊕… . .⊕ 𝑐10𝑘,1in INC0 k, and the other is p1Ck which is calculated as 𝑐 ,1𝑘, 𝑛𝑘 − 1⊕……⨁ 𝐶 ,1𝑘, 1in INC1 k. 

The leftmost MUX’ selects one of them according to the value of carry input cink, and the XOR gate at the output of the MUX’ 

produces the parity of the carry bits including cin′ k. With the obtained pCk, the adder calculates predicted parity pS of the sum as 

(PX⊕PY)⊕(𝑝𝑐𝑏−1⊕…..⊕𝑝𝑐0) with XOR gates because Si is equal to 𝑥𝑖⊕𝑦𝑖⊕𝑐𝑖in the correct operation. 

. 

III. Concurrent Error Detectability 

Effects of a single stuck-at fault in an INC’ or its ascendant HA’ never appear in both its sum output and one of its two carry signals 

simultaneously as described in Section 3.1. Therefore, effect of a fault in an INC’ or its ascendant HA’ appears on either one of the 

two carry signals of the INC’, the sum signal, or all the three signals (two carries and the sum). In any case, any erroneous  result 

caused by a fault can be detected by comparing the predicted parity pS with the parity of S and comparing cn and c′ n. In case one 

of the two carry signals of INC’ is used for addition, and the other is used for parity prediction. When the carry signal for  parity 

prediction is erroneous, only one bit of carry bits for the parity prediction is affected and the sum result is correct. Thus, erroneous 

results caused by the fault can be detected. When the carry signal for addition is erroneous, we let ck, j be the carry that is affected 

by the fault occurred at an INC’. Then, the error affecting ck, j induces also an error at the sum signal sk, j, and if it is not propagated 

in any subsequent positions, the error is detected because the carry signal affected by the fault is not used for parity prediction.  

On the other hand, if the erroneous value of ck,j is propagated at q subsequent carry signals ck,j+1, · · · , ck,j+q, they will also 

induce errors in the q sum signals sk,j+1, · · · , sk,j+q. Thus, the q+1 sum signals sk,j , sk,j+1, · · · , sk,j+q will be erroneous. Here, 

as the logic generating the carry signals c′ k,j+1, · · · , c′ k,j+q is identical to the logic generating the carry signals ck,j+1, · · · , 

ck,j+q, and they have both the same carry inputs, i.e. the carry signals ck,j , ck,j+1, · · · , ck,j+q−1, the q carry signals c′ k,j+1, · · · , 

c′ k,j+q will be also erroneous. Therefore, q + 1 sum signals sk,j , sk,j+1, · · · , sk,j+q will be erroneous, and q carry signals c′ 

k,j+1, · · · , c′ k,j+q will be erroneous. Thus, the predicted parity (px ⊕ py) ⊕ (𝑝𝑐𝑏−1⊕……⊕𝑝𝑐0) will be computed by means of 

q erroneous signals, while the parity of the sum signals will be computed by means of q+1 erroneous signals. Therefore, as the 

number of the erroneous signals used in these two parity computations differ by 1, 

 
Figure 2: Example of a data path circuit with the proposed adder in a system 

using parity-based error detection. These two parties will be different and thus the error will be detected. A bit of the sum result is 

inverted and the parity of the sum result is different from the parity of the correct one. On the other hand, the predicted parity is 

calculated correctly because all the carry bits used for the prediction are correct. The effect of a fault is detected by comparing the 

predicted parity with the parity of the sum result. All of the carry bits and the sum bit from the INC’ are incorrect.  

Because both of the two carry bits are incorrect, there is no inconsistency among the obtained sum bits and carry bits used for parity 

prediction in the upper positions than the position of the faulty INC’. In the lower positions of the INC’, though carry bits for parity 

prediction are correct, the sum bit from the INC’ is inverted. Therefore, parity of the sum result is different from the pred icted 
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parity. In the adder, each adder block has two carry inputs cink and cin′k. If there is an error on cink then sk, 0 will be erroneous. 

Furthermore the error on cink can also induce errors on several other sum outputs (let us say at q sum outputs). Also, similarly to 

the arguments given in case (1), it will also create errors at q carry signals c′ k, i.  

Thus, there will be q + 1 erroneous sum outputs and q erroneous carry signals c′ k, i, and based to the same arguments as those 

given these errors will also be detected. The output of an XOR or a MUX’ affects only one sum or carry bit or the predicted parity. 

Therefore, the effect of a fault in them is detected by comparing the predicted parity with the parity and comparing two carry outputs 

of the adder. Note that inconsistency of one of the input operands and its parity input causes an incorrect result of the predicted 

parity because the parity input is used for the parity prediction. Therefore, it is also possible to detect inconsistency of X and pX or 

inconsistency of Y and pY when there are no faults in the adder. The proposed adder is suitable for systems using parity based error 

detection as shown in Fig. 3. The parity-based error detection of arithmetic circuits was used in real designs. Parities fed from a 

memory or a register file are used as pX and pY for operands X and Y , and the predicted parity obtained by the proposed adder is 

used for the parity bit of the result. Any erroneous output of the adder is detected by observing the parity checker of the system and 

comparing two carry outputs cn and c’n. 
 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this method, the testing operation was done for individual circuit. Basically, carry select adder was designed with Full adder. 

Carry select adder was shown in below figure and the full adder circuit was tested as follows: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Carry select adder From the truth table of full adder 

 

 The Sum and Carry bit will be equal to each other when all the three inputs are equal.  

 The Sum and Carry bit will be complemented when any of the three inputs is different. 

 

The testing circuit for the full adder design was shown in below figure: 

 
 

Figure 4: Testing circuit for the full adder design 

The expressions for the testing circuit and error module circuits are given as: 

Sum=A xor B xor C 

Carry=A. B+C in. (A+B)  

The testing circuit can be expressed as t= (�̅��̅�𝐶̅ + 𝐴𝐵𝐶)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

Error = Sum xnor carry xnor t 

By using this testing circuitry, Carry select adder was designed. The final fault is computed by using two XNOR gates. The purpose 

of first XNOR gate (G1) is to check whether the Sum and Cout bit are equal or complemented. We need a second XNOR gate (G2) 

because of the previously mentioned observation that Sum and Cout will always be complement to each other except when all 

inputs are equal. Thus, the output of G1 will indicate the equality or difference of Sum and Cout and G2 will verify the output of 

G1 by comparing it with an equivalence tester and thus generate the final error indication.  
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When the t is zero the output of G1 and G2 should be logic 1 and 0, respectively. While, if the t indicates logic 1 then both the 

XNOR gates should generate logic-0 (i.e. It =0 and Ef =0) and in any other case the fault will be indicated. 

 

V. RESULTS 

The RTL Schematic of proposed design is shown below. This is the carry select adder with 32 bit testing. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: RTL Schematic of proposed design 

The technological schematic representation of proposed method is shown below 

 

 
Figure 6: Technology Schematic of Proposed Design 

The difference between the proposed method and the existing method is shown below in table number 6.1, 

 

PARAMETERS EXISTING METHOD PROPOSED METHOD 

Area (lut’s) 164 131 

Delay (ns) 25.686 25.455 

Power 0.203 0.203 

 

Table 1: Comparison table for existing method and proposed method 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this paper, a new type of testing design is proposed for adders. This proposed design is for self-checking carry select adder with 

fault localization for the input bits. Based on this design, we can easily identify the faulty check and replace the particular faulty 

modules in the circuit. Hence from the above results the proposed design is better in terms of area and delay without degrading the 

power when compare to the existing designs. For better scope and utility this can be extended with ALU’s technology. 
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